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Slim Down, Look Great, Be Healthy--The Full Plate Diet (TM) is based on eating foods our
Moms said we should eat-- fruits, vegetables, wholegrains, beans & peas, and nuts & seeds.
You can eat meat--simply follow Mom's suggestions. Big health payoffs include heart health,
malignancy fighting, diabetes friendly, more energy, and long life. You get started by making
small changes, not big ones. Lots of medical study backing THE ENTIRE Plate Diet plan (TM).
No yo-yo--you can stay on this diet because you won't feel deprived--won't need to eat tiny
portions. No hassle--you don't have to count calories, it is possible to store at your regular
grocery store, and spend less on food.
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This is simply not a diet. Five Stars Good resource volume Good Book Good book to check out
if your trying to loose weight. On just the third day of using it, I occurred to glimpse my thighs
in the mirror and had to do a double take -- they are already getting slimmer. This is such an
excellent book. It's a means of teaching you how exactly to eat more healthy with the addition
of fiber to your daily diet with fruits, nuts, vegetables, etc. Please be aware, it isn't a diet. The
photos in this publication are so brilliantly shaded making the book a lot more appealing. I
promise you will discover fruits & And it functions. The format is quite well organized and
uncluttered. You can still eat all of the foods you like but only much less of them because of
your fibers intake. You simply eat even more fiber stuffed foods at the beginning of your meal
that may in turn fill up you up leaving much less room in your tummy for pastas, desserts, etc.
It's so basic & Great publication and since its full of photos it makes . Five Stars Great
reference for healthful eating. I recommend it! Wonderful book to greatly help Change Your
Life I was loaned this book and decided to buy a copy. While nothing brand-new for me
personally in it, this publication was obvious concise and had therefore much of the work
already done for you. Plenty of recommendations to assist the transformation to better health.
I like that there is no force right here.. Finally. Excellent Service Excellent Book. This
publication simply teaches you how exactly to eat correct. Its an enjoyable and easy reading
reserve. The spiral bound makes it simple to lay open smooth. The idea behind utilizing more
fiber, but eating a complete plate is great. Great book & This reserve is full of ordinary foods
you can get in town supermarket. would order once again! This book manages that problem.
Besides, when you read it, your common sense will tell you that it's a safe diet approach. It's
written by two doctors and a nutritionist, so you know it's "medically audio" information. Eating
more fiber = not really feeling hungry = consuming less calories = slimming down = having
regular BM's, = reduced risk of colon cancer = reduced degrees of cholesterol and
triglycerides = less susceptible to strokes and heart episodes. Great publication and since its
full of photos it creates transitions in dieting less difficult. I put track of key pages so I can refer
back to them. veggies a lot more appealing after seeing the images. You don't have to change
very much about the way you make and eat. I need not say no to anything, just make use of
power ups to what I already consume, and in my case cut back on regular portions and have
tasty provides ins, it is easy to do, doesn't need and costly grocery list, you can begin small,
and do not skimp on normal water. And my acid reflux disorder is virtually nil. Haven't dropped
any pounds, but feeling much better. I've bought a couple copies for friends. Have to loose
weight for good My doctor helped me decided what may work for me. I've just been
diagnosed with hypothyroid, which I found out should have been treated 24 months ago, so
my brand-new doctor really understood weight has been a concern. I am in my mid 20's and
fairly active just having major weight problems. I have to loose about 30 lbs to be good again
and I don't want to gain everything back. My doctor delivered me the email link for the free
videos on the FPL (Total Plate Living) and I place it use and in 2 weeks have lost 10 pounds. I
am carrying out cardio everyday aswell. This has been a great find. It keeps you fuller longer
because it takes much longer to digest. With reduced changes, despite having Parkinson's
(which causes horrendous constipation), my husband has been able to stop taking all the
regularity helps he has been acquiring for years. I really have high hopes for this plan and
making changes that will last. Looking to add more fiber to your everyday meals, look at "THE
ENTIRE Plate Diet Book". This is a well crafted book with excellent information on adding fiber
to your daily meals. Very easy to read and understand with great images.! A chapter that I
especially like "Adding Dietary fiber to Foods You Already Eat" that has several "Fiber Face



Offs", and what I discover very useful, "Fiber Tires" which are commonly eaten dishes (such as
salads or pizza) surrounded by many ingredients you can consider adding for additional fiber.
Nicely illustrated. Best Diet Ever!!! Many exceptional charts such as for example, "Fast-Food
Rating", "Shopper's Fibers Guide-Top 55 Dietary fiber Foods". Great worth. Any diet that allows
you to eat a plate of meals is my kind of diet. It is made very simple to understand and I've lost
22lbs thus far since I began it in April. It works This is this attractively constructed book. Every
page motivates me to put its principles into action. I LOVE this book! Tummy's going down,
too -- the persistent bloating I've experienced for a long time is practically gone. The best part
of this approach is that it creates eating primarily fruit and veggies not look like a sacrifice or
deprivation, but fun and healthful. But I really feel that eating fiber-enhanced diet could be an
extended term lifestyle change. No quality recipes in this book. Don't expect recipes out of
this book, you won't find any, just types of how to add fiber combinations. Best for
diabetics,fiber needy,wellness oriented. Hardcover.. I am fed up with "starving" while on diets
or only being able to eat certain foods that I don't normally eat. I like a diet where I don't feel
hungry all the time. Notable because of its coverage of organic fiber in natural foods and
“good carbs” (barring some grains/coffee beans). Vegetarian/Vegan orientation.However, if
you are searching for quality recipes and diet meals planned out for you, this is not your book.
Basic text.. Display quality. I was very attracted to it due to the name. such a terrific way to eat.
The authors of this book actually discourage you from heading too fast.. Does your gut good
The pictures/examples/profiles work great to guide you. It even comes with an "ARE YOU
SET" quiz in it. Five Stars Great reserve. It's a means of teaching you how to consume healthier
foods. I love this book &
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